Evidence of facilitatory coerulospinal action in lumbar motoneurons of cats.
Functional connectivity of the feline coerulospinal projection was delineated by utilizing the combined approaches of antidromic activation and electrical stimulation. We isolated 25 locus coeruleus (LC) neurons that were electrophysiologically identified and histologically verified and that could be driven by stimulating the spinal cord. Antidromicity of the spike potentials was confirmed by the constant latency, the high frequency (100 Hz) following, fractionation of the initial segment-somatodendritic potential, and collision between the antidromic and the spontaneous orthodromic spikes. The mean conduction speed was 20 +/- 8 m/sec (range = 7 to 32 m/sec). Intracellular studies revealed facilitatory LC actions in 22 lumbar motoneurons (MNs), In 13 MNs, LC activation alone produced slow-rising excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) of 3 +/- 12 mV amplitude that lasted 4-30 msec. Six of the 13 MNs discharged action potentials upon LC stimulation. In the remaining 9 MNs, no observable potential change was registered after LC activation. Antecedent LC stimulation consistently potentiated the synaptic efficacy of testing dorsal root shocks. The enhancement of synaptic activation was antagonized by systemic injection of phenoxy-benzamine (3 mg/kg). These results suggest that facilitation of MNs by the LC is at least in part mediated by distal dendritic depolarization. Those MNs that exhibited augmented excitability but no demonstrable EPSPs may have been activated by norepinephrine-mediated synaptic modulation.